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Abstract. In this Lecture the production of radioactive isotopes using the isotope
separator on line (ISOL) method is discussed. General properties of the method, the
different production and ionization mechanisms are presented and the way these are
implemented in the target-ion source systems are highlighted. Mass separation and
post acceleration together with an overview of the different facilities are included.

1 Introduction

As emphasized in [1], the radioactive nuclei building up the nuclear chart
have, since the discovery of radioactivity, been corner stones of studies in
fundamental nuclear physics research and of many applications in various
fields of science. The availability of mature techniques for the production
and study of these nuclei makes it possible to explore their properties in an
unprecedented way and as a consequence, these isotopes will continue to play
this crucial role. If one moves away from the valley of stability the production
of these so-called exotic nuclei, however, is confronted with difficulties that
stem from the

• extremely low production cross sections
• overwhelming production of unwanted species in the same target
• very short half lives of the nuclei of interest.

In general there exist two complementary ways to make good quality
beams of exotic nuclei: the in-flight separation technique and the isotope
separation on line (ISOL) technique. The latter can eventually be followed
by post-acceleration. Both methods transport the nuclei of interest away from
their place of production, where a large background from nuclear reactions
is present, to a well-shielded experimental set-up, where the nuclear prop-
erties can be explored. Apart from creating low-background conditions for
the experiment, the transport serves at the same time to purify the beam
and to prepare it in the necessary conditions with respect to energy, time
and ion optical properties for the experiments. The in-flight method makes
use of the reaction kinematics, some combination of magnetic and electrical
fields, and atomic processes to identify the nuclei and to separate the iso-
topes of interest from the primary beam or from other isotopes produced in
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the reaction. The basic principles of in-flight separation are discussed by D.J.
Morrissey and B.M. Sherrill [2]. The ISOL techniques rely on the availability
of the radioactive species produced in a target and thermalized in a catcher
consisting of solid, liquid or gas material. Often the target and catcher are
one and the same system. The isotopes are subsequently extracted from the
catcher material and ionized in an ion source. After extraction from the ion
source the species are mass analyzed using a dipole magnet and subsequently
accelerated to the required energy. A general comparison of these two tech-
niques including some historical note is given in the Lecture of M. Huyse [1],
especially Fig. 3 from [1] highlights the interesting differences. Progress in
the field of in-flight separation and ISOL techniques is regularly reported
in the conference series on “Electromagnetic Isotope Separators and Tech-
niques related to their Applications (EMIS)” [3] and a detailed overview of
on line mass separators including many technical aspects were reported by
H.L. Ravn and B.W. Allardyce in [4].

The ultimate aim for ISOL systems is the production of beams of ex-
otic nuclei that are abundant, pure, of good ion optical quality and variable
in energy essentially from rest (meV/u) to intermediate energy (a few 100
MeV/u). Therefore the whole production sequence must posses the following
properties:

• High Production Rate
The production cross-section of a particular reaction is energy dependent.
But it is a nature given number, to which one has to optimize the beam-
target combination. Accelerators have to be used that can deliver the
highest beam intensities and target systems have to be developed that can
cope with the power deposition of the primary beam and of the secondary
reaction products.

• Efficient
The production rate of the very exotic nuclei will always be marginal.
Therefore any manipulation of the reaction products – e.g., ionization,
purification, acceleration, transport to the detection system – has to be
very efficient, otherwise one looses the few precious nuclei.

• Fast
As one is dealing with short-lived exotic nuclei, the losses due to ra-
dioactive decay between the moment of production and the arrival at the
experimental set-up should be kept to a minimum.

• Selective
In the nuclear reaction process the unwanted – in general more stable –
nuclei are produced much more abundantly. Furthermore ISOL systems
often produce beams of isotopes from the target material itself or from
other components of the target-ion source system. Thus the separation
process should distinguish between the wanted and unwanted species in an
effective way. One defines the unwanted species as contaminants which,
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if they have the same mass-over-charge ratio as the ions of interest, are
called isobaric contaminants.

This lecture gives a basic description of the ingredients of the ISOL tech-
nique and discusses its properties. Chapter 2 starts with a schematic presen-
tation of the technique and defines relevant parameters like production rates,
efficiencies and delay times. It also introduces the ionization mechanisms used
at ISOL systems. More details on the different reaction mechanisms used are
given in Chap. 3 which is followed by a more technical chapter discussing
the targets, catchers and ion sources used. The mass separation and post-
acceleration principles are briefly discussed in Chap. 5 while an overview of
the different facilities currently operational is presented in Chap. 6.

2 Isotope Separation On Line: Schematic Presentation

The basic ingredients of an ISOL system, shown in Fig. 1, represent dif-
ferent steps: production, thermalization, ionization, extraction, mass sepa-
ration, cooling, charge-state breeding and acceleration. These processes are
governed by physical and chemical processes, thus both physical (e.g., pro-
duction cross-section, decay-half life, ionization potential) and chemical (e.g.,
molecular formation probability, volatility) properties of the nuclei of inter-
est and of the target material are important. It will be discussed later how
these properties are used to obtain the necessary efficiency and selectivity,
and to reduce the delay time. The latter is the average time the radioactive
atoms spent from the moment of production to the moment of arrival at the
experimental position. The fact that all items in Fig. 1 are shown separately
does not imply that every item represent one mechanical unit. Some of the
ingredients are embedded in a single unit but for the clarity of the discussion
this approach is chosen. To be noted as well is that in many cases only a
selected number of steps are to be taken.

• Production Target
A beam of light (e.g., protons) or heavy (e.g., 58Ni) ions, neutrons or
electrons hits a target to produce the radioactive ion beams of interest
through different reaction mechanisms (see Sect. 3). In order to distinguish
between the different beams one denotes the former beam as primary
beam and the latter as secondary beam. In some cases a converter is
used to transfer e.g., a primary beam of protons or electrons into a flux
of neutrons or γ rays, respectively. This flux is subsequently sent onto the
target and induces the nuclear reaction. In choosing the target it is cru-
cial to optimize the beam-target combination with respect to the highest
production cross-section and the lowest amount of contaminants, and to
use target material that can stand the highest possible beam currents.
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Fig. 1. The different ingredients for the production of radioactive ion beams using
the ISOL method are shown on a background of the layout of the ISOLDE-CERN
hall. ISOLDE has two target stations that can operate in beam sharing mode. The
different stages along the path of a radioactive ion from the target-ion source system
to the final experimental set-up after post acceleration are indicated. Depending
on the requirements, the radioactive ion beams can be sent to an experimental
set-up after the analyzing magnet (e.g., decay studies [5]), the cooler (e.g., mass
measurements [6] or laser spectroscopy [7]), the charge-state breeder (e.g., deeper
implantation of radioactive ions into material) and the post-accelerator (e.g., for
Coulomb excitation measurements [8] or reaction studies [9, 10, 11]); cf. Plate 3 in
the Colour Supplement

• Catcher
Once the exotic nuclei are produced in a nuclear reaction, they are stopped
in a solid or gaseous catcher. Often the word “thermalized” instead of
“stopped” is used to indicate that the radioactive atoms are cooled down
from e.g., about 200 MeV kinetic energy in case of a fission reaction to
∼300 meV average kinetic energy corresponding to a catcher temperature
of 2000◦C. In some cases the target and the catcher are the same. After
thermalization the radioactive nuclei of interest (partly) escape from the
catcher and are transported towards the ion source. In case of a solid
catcher, diffusion from the target/catcher material is followed by effusion
towards the ion source. The former process is governed by the diffusion
properties of the atoms of interest and of the target/catcher matrix. The
effusion is controlled by a combination of factors: pumping through the
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pores of the target/cather material and through the connecting tube,
sticking times when the atom hits a wall and diffusion properties of the
atoms with respect to the wall material. In case the sticking time is long
compared to the diffusion time of the atom inside the wall material, it will
diffuse and eventually disappear in the walls. To reduce the loss of nuclei
the speed of these processes is increased by heating the target/catcher
system, the transfer line and the ion source to a suitable – in most cases
high – temperature. In this way the diffusion process to the surface of
the solid matrix is accelerated and the sticking time at the walls of the
target or catcher material and container is reduced. In case of a gaseous
catcher the radioactive atoms of interest stay in the gas phase and there
is no need for high temperature systems.

• Transfer Line
Through the transfer line the nuclei are transported from the target/catcher
system to the ion source. This line is kept generally at a high temperature
to avoid lingering of the atoms to the walls of the line.

• Ion Source
Depending on the requirements, several different ionization mechanisms
are used. In general singly-charged positive or negative ions are produced.
In a few cases multiply charged ions are produced as well. All above
mentioned parts are commonly named as the target-ion source system.
It is put on a positive (in case of beams of positively charged ions) or
negative (negatively charged ions) high voltage of typical values between
40 and 60 kV.

• Analyzing Magnet
After extraction from the ion source the low-energy ion beam is mass
separated by an analyzing magnet and transported to the focal plan. The
focal plane is where in ideal conditions the ion beams are focussed after
the analyzing magnet. An important property that expresses the quality
of the system is the mass resolving power, defined as R = M/�M. Here
�M is the full width at half maximum of a beam of ions with mass
M in the focal plane of the separator. The resolving power depends on
the properties of the magnet and of the ion optical properties of the ion
beam. Typical values for ISOL systems vary from a few hundred to a few
thousand. Other properties of the mass analyzing system are discussed
in [4].

• Cooler
A “cooler” device is used to literally cool down the ion beam in order
to improve its ion optical properties and in some cases to bunch the ion
beam. Cooling should be understood in terms of reducing its axial and
radial temperature or more precisely its axial and radial momentum or
energy spread. Bunching of the ion beam is often required to increase the
peak to background ratio of certain experiments like laser spectroscopy
experiments or to inject the beam into a charge-state breeder. There are
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two distinctive devices used for cooling and bunching : Penning traps [12]
and radio frequency (RF) coolers [13]. Both systems are based on the
storage of the ions using electrical DC and RF fields (RF-coolers) or
a combination of magnetic and electrical fields (Penning traps). Buffer
gas like helium or argon is introduced and through collisions between
the buffer gas atoms and the radioactive ions energy is lost and cooling
occurs. This cooling technique has been developed over the last years
yielding excellent performance. Efficiencies, defined as the beam intensity
of the cooled beam versus that of the injected beam, over 50% have been
reached. Coolers are installed at different ISOL systems [14, 15, 16, 17]
for efficient injection into traps as well as for solid-state studies. A more
general description of the principles of radioactive ion beam manipulation
can be found in the Lecture of G. Bollen to the first volume of these lecture
notes [6].

• Charge-State Breeder
As the simplicity, efficiency and cost of the post-accelerator are directly
related to the charge-state of the ions, it is usefull to produce a multiple
charge state ion beam before injection into an accelerator. A charge-state
breeder performs a transformation from a singly charged ion beam into
a multiple charged one. Two types of charge-state breeding ion sources
are used: the Electron Beam Ion Source (EBIS) and the Electron Cy-
clotron Resonance (ECR) ion source. Both rely on the principle of intense
bombardment of the ions with energetic electrons, with electron impact
ionization yielding ions in higher charge states. The plasma of ions and
electrons is confined through electrical and strong magnetic fields.

• Post Accelerator
The highly charged ion beam from the charge-state breeder or the beam
of singly charged ions is subsequently injected into the accelerator. This
process is referred to as post-acceleration. Finally the energetic beam
of radioactive ions is sent to experimental set-ups where a multitude of
different properties can be studied.

2.1 Production Rates and Intensities

The intensity (Ireaction products) of the reaction products synthesized in the
target is calculated using the following equation

Ireaction products = σ Ntarget Φ (1)

with σ being the reaction cross-section (cm2), Ntarget the number of tar-
get atoms per surface area (cm−2) and Φ the primary beam intensity. The
cross section is often expressed in units of barns, mbarns or µbarns, with
1 barn = 10−24 cm−2. Since the cross section is energy dependent (e.g., in
heavy-ion fusion evaporation reactions) and the primary beam looses energy
while passing through the target, the intensity has to be calculated by in-
tegrating over the target thickness taking into account the energy loss of
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the beam. In order to make a general but quantitative comparison between
different beam-target combinations the luminosity (L), defined as

L = Ntarget Φ (2)

is often used and expressed in units of s−1 cm−2. Because of all the steps
described in the previous paragraph the final intensity of the secondary beam
(I) will be reduced due to the different loss processes involved. One can
express that final intensity of the secondary beam as

I = σ Ntarget Φ ε (3)

with ε being the efficiency of the whole process (some authors used η as sym-
bol for efficiency). This efficiency is defined as the ratio of the final secondary
beam intensity that arrives at the experimental set-up (I) versus the inten-
sity of the reaction products (Ireaction products). It is a product of a series of
partial efficiencies, as given in Table 1,

ε = εdelay εion εtrans εcool−bunch εbreeding εaccelerator (4)

Although εdelay is defined for the extraction of the ions from the target-
ion source system, the cooling, bunching and charge-state breeding induces
a delay as well. This loss factor will be discussed separately below when
discussing the relevant process.

Table 1. Partial efficiencies

εdelay probability of survival against radioactive decay during

the time needed to extract the ion from the target-ion source system

εion ionization efficiency

εtrans efficiency of mass analysis and transport to the experimental set-up

εcool−bunch cooling and bunching efficiency

εbreeding charge-state breeding efficiency

εaccelerator efficiency of the post-accelerator

ε total efficiency: the product of the above mentioned terms

2.2 Delay Times

The parameter εdelay expresses the relative amount of ions that survive, in
spite of their radioactive decay, the time elapsed from the moment of their
production to the moment of their extraction from the ion source. This time
is often referred as release time as in case of solid and liquid catcher sys-
tems it is determined by the diffusion from the target/catcher material, the
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desorption from the material surface and the effusion to the ion source exit
hole (or any other hole in the target ion source system). In case of a gaseous
catcher the term “release time” is replaced by “delay time”. It is determined
by the gas flow and, in case electrical fields are used to obtain a faster evac-
uation of the gas cell, the mobility of the ions. The radioactive isotopes leave
the ion source as neutral, singly- or multiply charged atomic or molecular
ions. Once an ion beam is formed the mass separation and transport goes
fast compared to the delay time and half life of the nuclei and no significant
losses are expected. If cooling and bunching is involved (see Fig. 1) an extra
loss factor due to radioactive decay might occur. It is thus clear that εdelay

will strongly depend on the half life of the exotic nucleus of interest.
To quantify these loss factors one defines the delay-time distribution

(P (t)) whereby P (t) dt is the probability for an atom of a given element
created at t = 0 to be released from the ion source between time t and t+dt.
It is important to note that this function depends e.g., in case of high tem-
perature target ion source systems on the chemical and physical properties
of the element but not on the half life of the isotope. One can subsequently
calculate εdelay by folding P (t)dt with exp(−λ t)

εdelay(T1/2) =
∫ ∞

0

P (t) exp(−λ t) dt (5)

with λ = 1/ τ = ln2/T1/2. Note that P (t) is normalized thus that εdelay(T1/2 =
∞) = 1, which means that all produced atoms will in the end have escaped
from the target-ion source system. One obtains the average delay time as

τdelay =
∫ ∞

0

t P (t) dt (6)

Finally one defines the fractional release function F (t) as the fraction of the
atoms produced at t = 0 that has escaped from the target-ion source system
after a time t

F (t) =
∫ t

0

P (t′) exp(−λ t′)dt′ (7)

Often in release studies of target-ion source systems the fractional release
function is determined experimentally, which allows one to deduce diffusion
and effusion coefficients.

It is very illustrative to consider two peculiar release processes. For the
first one a delay-time distribution equal to a properly normalized single ex-
ponential function is taken, P (t) = λdelay exp(−λdelay t), with a release rate
constant equal to λdelay = 1/τdelay = ln 2/Tdelay. In this case it is easy to
show that:

εdelay(T1/2) = T1/2/(T1/2 + Tdelay) (8)
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In this case half of the radioactive atoms will escape from the ion source if
the delay time (τdelay) equals the mean life time (τ = 1/λ) but still a fraction
of 10% escapes even if the delay time is nine times longer than the half life.
The latter is due to the exponential nature of the release process in this case.
A second example is the case where the atoms are released all at once after
a fixed time t0. In this case P (t) is a delta function and

εdelay(T1/2) =
∫ ∞

0

δ(t − t0) exp(−λ t) dt = exp(−λ t0) (9)

and

τdelay =
∫ ∞

0

δ(t − t0) t dt = t0 (10)

In Sect. 4 some examples of εdelay measurements will be discussed.

2.3 Ionization Mechanisms

The ionization efficiency (εion) is defined for a specific isotopes as the ratio
of the number of ions extracted from the ion source to the number of atoms
injected into the ion source. Losses due to leaks in the transfer line between
target and ion source and in the ion source itself are included in this number.
In order to distinguish them from losses due to the radioactive decay, the
ionization efficiency is always defined for stable isotopes of a specific element.
The loss factor due to radioactive decay is taking into account by multiplying
εion with εdelay.

Different ionization mechanisms are implemented in the ion sources of
ISOL systems. The use of them depends essentially on the ionization poten-
tial (Wi) of the element of interest, the required charge state and selectivity.
Below a summary of the three main ionization mechanisms is given and ion
survival in gas catchers is discussed. The way these mechanisms are imple-
mented in the target-ion source systems is discussed in Chap. 4. Reviews on
the target-ion source systems used at on line isotope separators can be found
in [4, 18, 19, 20, 21].

Electron Impact Ionization

For isotopes of elements with Wi > 7 eV and for the creation of multiply
charged ions, electron impact ionization is mostly used. The atoms or ions are
bombarded by energetic electrons, thereby loosing one or more of their outer
electrons. Figure 2 presents the cross section for electron impact ionization
of argon atoms as a function of electron energy. The bombardment of atoms
by mono-energetic electrons and the related evolution of the atom and ion
density as a function of time can be described by a differential equation
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Fig. 2. Cross section for electron impact ionization of argon atoms as a function of
electron energy. Data for neutral to singly charged (0 → 1+) and to doubly charged
(0 → 2+) ions are shown [22]. Note the different threshold values for the 0 → 1+

and 1+ → 2+ ionization. The ionization potential of 1+ ions is 15.75 eV while it is
27.62 eV for 2+ ions

dni/dt = (ni−1 σi−1→i − ni σi→i+1) je (11)

with ni being the ion density with charge state Q = i, je the electron current
density and σi−1→i the cross section for impact ionization from charge state
i − 1 to i. This equation is valid for i from 1 to imax − 1. For the neutral
atom density (n0) the first term of the right part of (11) vanishes, while for
the fully stripped ion (nimax

) the last term vanishes. Note that (11) does
not take into account charge exchange, multiple charge ionization or recom-
bination effects. Figure 3 shows the results of the atom an ion density as a
function of the product of nevt, with t being the time the neutral atoms have
been bombarded with mono-energetic electrons of density ne and velocity v.
From this figure one can determine the conditions (nevt) that are needed to
achieve a certain efficiency for a specific charge state. For example to obtain
εion(5+) = 30% the neutral atoms have to be bombarded for 6.7 ms with a
mono-energetic electron beam of 17 keV and 120 A/cm2. Electron impact ion-
ization is used in high-temperature gaseous discharge ion sources, ECR ion
sources and EBIS. These sources will be discussed in some detail in Chap. 4.
In the former two types of ion sources the electron energy is distributed over
a wide energy range and therefore (11) should be adapted. Because of the
very unselective nature of this ionization process, ion sources based on this
principle do in general not offer much chemical selectivity.

Surface Ionization

A second ionization mechanism used in ISOL facilities is based on surface
ionization. When an atom interacts with a heated surface it can loose or gain
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Fig. 3. Calculated relative atom (Q = 0) and ion density of argon under bombard-
ment of a mono-energetic 17 keV, 120 A/cm2 electron beam as a function nevt in
As/cm2. The electron density and velocity is denoted by ne and v, respectively. At
t = 0 the relative atom density was 1 while the ion density was 0. The calculation
assumes only one-step electron impact ionization. Multi-step electron impact ion-
ization is not taken into account. The cross sections were calculated using [23]. The
neon-like properties of Ar+8 reduces the cross section for electron impact ionization
from the 8+ to 9+ compared to 7+ to 8+ ionization and create a peak for the 8+

charge state. This peak is reached after about 17ms of electron bombardment

an electron before leaving the surface as a positive or negative singly charged
ion. This technique can be used efficiently for elements with Wi < 7 eV for the
creation of positive ions (positive surface ionization) and with electron affinity
EA > 1.5 eV for the creation of negative ions (negative surface ionization).
The ratio between the ion density (ni) and the neutral density (n0) of a
certain element, with Wi or EA, at a heated surface, with temperature (T )
and work function (ϕ), is given by the Langmuir equation:

n+
i /n0 = (g+

i /g0) exp[(ϕ − Wi)/kT ] (12)
n−

i /n0 = (g−i /g0) exp[(EA − ϕ)/kT ] (13)

with gi and g0 being the statistical weight of the ionic and atomic ground
state. The positive and negative sign indicate positive and negative ions,
respectively. The efficiency is then described as

εion = ni/(ni + n0) (14)

depending strongly on the temperature and the difference between the work
function of the surface material and the ionization potential or the electron
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Fig. 4. Theoretical surface ionization efficiency according to (14) is shown for
different temperatures as a function of the difference of the ionization potential
(Wi) or the electron affinity (EA) and the work function (ϕ) of a fictitious element
(based on [18]). The (ϕ − Wi) value for strontium and rubidium with a tungsten
ionizer is indicated. The curves are calculated for g±

i /g0 = 1. When the ionization
potential or the electron affinity equals the work function, the surface ionization
efficiency is 50%

affinity of the element of interest. Figure 4 shows the theoretical surface
ionization efficiency as a function of the difference of the ionization po-
tential or the electron affinity and the work function. Materials with high
work functions and that can be heated to high temperatures like tantalum
(ϕ = 4.19 eV), tungsten (4.53 eV) and rhenium (5.1 eV) are used to construct
positive surface ionization sources. While compounds with low work func-
tion like LaB6 (ϕ = 2.6 eV) or BaO (1.7 eV) are used for negative surface
ionization.

Using this ionization technique extreme selectivity can be obtained if the
elements of which isotopes are produced in the same nuclear reaction have
very different ionization potentials. For example the neighboring elements
krypton, rubidium and strontium are often produced in the same nuclear
reaction. The ionization potentials of krypton (14.0 eV), rubidium (4.18 eV)
and strontium (5.70 eV) are very different. Using tungsten as surface ionizing
material at a temperature of 3000 K results in εion = 0.77 for rubidium while
εion is about 80 times smaller for strontium and almost sixteen orders of
magnitude smaller for krypton (g+

i /g0 = 1 was assumed for this calculation).
In the former case a very pure beam of rubidium ions would result. In general
the alkali elements (group IA of Mendeljev’s Table: lithium, sodium, potas-
sium,...) are very efficiently ionized using positive surface ionization while
the halogen elements (group VIIA of Mendeljev’s Table: fluorine, chlorine,
bromine,...) are good candidates for negative ionization.
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When the surface ionization mechanism is applied in a hot cavity a quasi-
neutral plasma in thermal equilibrium can be created under certain condi-
tions of positive surface ionization and electron emission from the walls. This
means that for the reaction of the type [atom ↔ ion + e−] the equilibrium
constant can be calculated using the Eggert-Saha equation that was originally
developed to interpret the spectra from stellar atmospheres:

n+
i ne/n0 = (2 g+

i /g0) (2π me kT h2)3/2 exp[−Wi)/kT ] (15)

with ne being the electron density, me the electron mass and h Planck’s
constant. From this equilibrium constant, εion can be calculated resulting
in a strong dependence on the ionization potential, the temperature and the
pressure of the plasma (= kT (n+

i + ne + n0)). In case of low pressures much
higher efficiencies are obtained compared to pure surface ionization. Taking
the above example of rubidium and strontium production and assuming a
realistic number for the plasma pressure of 9.10−5 mbar in a tungsten cavity
the efficiency for rubidium is close to 100% while for strontium a value of
about 70% is reached. The εion for strontium increases by several orders
of magnitude compared to pure surface ionization, but the ratio of the εion

values rubidium and strontium decreases by roughly the same factor. More
details on the surface ionization and this so-called thermoionization sources
can be found in a paper by R. Kirchner [18].

Laser Ionization

A method that has recently been successfully implemented at ISOL systems
is resonant laser ionization [24]. During this process the atoms are stepwise
excited by laser photons, leading finally to the continuum, to auto-ionizing
states or to highly excited states close to the continuum. In the latter case
the ionization step is achieved through infra-red irradiation, an electrical
field or atomic collisions. The ionization process consists of typically two
or three steps and, because of the resonant nature of most of these steps,
resonant laser ionization is very efficient and chemically selective, resulting
in isobarically and, if the laser bandwidth is narrow enough, isomerically pure
beams. Details on the principles and applications of resonant laser ionization
can be found in [25, 26].

Figure 5 shows an idealized two-step ionization scheme that illustrates
the laser conditions needed to reach εion close to 100%. As the cross section
for the first step excitation excitation is large the atomic ground and excited
state are in equilibrium during laser irradiation. Under this condition the
evolution of the number of atoms (N(t)) can be obtained from

− dN(t)/dt = (σI F + β)N(t) (16)

with σI (cm2) being the cross section for ionization from the excited state to
the continuum, F (cm−2s−1) the flux of photons, and β the depopulation rate
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Fig. 5. Schematic atomic level scheme showing the principles of resonant photoion-
ization of nickel. The atoms are stepwise excited to the continuum, auto-ionizing
states or highly excited, so-called Rydberg states from which ionization is achieved
by infrared irradiation, electrical fields or gas collisions; cf. Plate 4 in the Colour
Supplement

of the excited state due to natural decay or other loss mechanisms. Moreover,
it is assumed that the laser pulse fires at t = 0. From (16) conditions on the
flux (the number of photons per second and unit area) and on the fluence (the
number of photons during the laser pulse per unit area) of the laser photons
are obtained. The flux-condition requires that the depopulation rate of the
excited state by ionization into the continuum is much larger than that of
the natural decay towards, e.g., a metastable state. Thus

σI F � β (17)

The fluence-condition requires that in total (i.e. in one laser pulse) enough
photons irradiate the atom to induce the ionization step:

σI φ g2/(g1 + g2) � 1 (18)

with φ (cm−2) being the fluence, and gi the statistical weight factor of the
ground state (i = 1) and excited state (i = 2), respectively. When both (17)
and (18) are fulfilled, complete saturation is reached, i.e. essentially all the
atoms irradiated by the laser light are also ionized. What do these conditions
mean with respect to the laser power needed? The ionization cross-section
(σI) is of the order of 10−17 cm2 when the second step is a non-resonant one
that leads directly into the continuum, and β has a typical value of 106 s−1.
This means that for a continuous wave (CW) laser of 1 mm2 cross section the
flux needed to fulfil (17) must be much larger than 1021 photons/s which for
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a typical photon energy of 3 eV corresponds to about 500 W. Pulsed lasers
(with typical pulse width of 10 ns) need to deliver 5 mJ/pulse to fulfil the
flux condition. For the fluence condition (18), φ should be much larger than
0.5 mJ/pulse. Thus pulsed lasers, whose photon wavelength is tuneable, are
commonly used for efficient laser ionization. CW laser systems with high
enough power are continuously improved and might thus be used for certain
elements. In case the ionization step is also a resonant excitation (e.g., to
auto-ionizing states or high lying Rydberg states) the conditions are more
relaxed as σI is typically a factor of 100 larger. The above mentioned condi-
tions can be reached with commercially available pulsed lasers like Nd-Yag
lasers (typical repetition rate 10 Hz), Excimer laser (100 Hz), copper vapour
laser (10 kHz) and solid-state lasers (10 kHz). A review of recent develop-
ments using the latter for radioactive beam production can be found in [27].
However, as the radioactive nuclei are essentially produced in a continuous
mode, the low-duty cycle of the pulsed lasers limits εion to about 10−4. There-
fore, apart from the laser development as such, much effort has been devoted
to construct an effective storage device for radioactive atoms in between laser
pulses. These devices, however, reduce the inherent selectivity of laser ion-
ization when implemented in an ion source. Laser ionization can result in a
selectivity of 104 per resonant step whereas the selectivity of currently used
on line laser ion sources varies between 10 to 1000. Typical applications of
these devices will be discussed in Chap. 4.

Finally, it should be mentioned that recently non-resonant high-power
laser ionization has been used to create highly charged ion beams and even
energetic ion beams. This technique has only been used for surface and plasma
analysis as well as for the production of stable isotope beams. However, appli-
cations towards the production of radioactive ion beams might be envisaged.

Ion Survival in a Noble Gas Environment

An important new class of target ion source systems is based on the gas
catcher. The reaction residues are thermalized in a gas cell filled with noble
gas (helium or argon). Together with the gas, part of the atoms and ions
are evacuated through the exit hole of the gas cell and injected into the
first acceleration stage of the isotope separator or into a radio-frequency ion
guide [6]. Ionization is in first instance not really created by external means
as in the above mentioned mechanisms (like using electron bombardment or
surface ionization). Still this mechanism has important applications in ISOL
systems. Because of the large recoil velocities, the reaction products are in
a high charge state when entering the gas cell. When the reaction products
slow down, their charge state is lowered by charge-exchange reactions with
the buffer gas atoms. Eventually, the reaction products end up in a 1+ or 2+

charge state because of the high ionization potential of the noble gases. The
surviving ions are then extracted from the gas cell and mass analyzed. The
way the 1+ ions are formed and survive the transport through the gas cell
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depends strongly on the experimental conditions, namely evacuation time,
purity of the buffer gas, electron and ion density created in the cell and, in
some cases, the chemical properties of the isotopes. In the so-called ion guide
isotope separator on line (IGISOL) systems fast evacuation is the key issue as
it prevents the ions from recombining and neutralizing [28, 29]. In other gas
catcher systems electrical RF and DC fields are used to decrease the evacua-
tion time of the gas cell [30, 31, 32] thereby reducing the diffusion losses. The
latter systems are discussed in the framework of large gas catcher systems
for the conversion of high-energy radioactive ion beams from fragmentation
or heavy-ion fusion evaporation reactions into low-energy ones. Recently the
efficiency and selectivity of gas cell has been improved using resonant laser
ionization [24].

3 Production of Exotic Nuclei

A wide variety of reactions and beam-target combinations are used to pro-
duce the radioactive isotopes of interest. The physics behind the different
reaction mechanisms will not be discussed here but a comprehensive list of
the reactions used at ISOL facilities will be given together with some exam-
ples of typical intensities available at today’s accelerators or reactors. The
key parameter is the reaction cross-section, see (1). While often this quantity
is unknown experimentally, it can be reliably calculated for many different
reactions. Calculation codes can be found for heavy-ion fusion evaporation
in [34, 35] and for fission, spallation and fragmentation reactions induced by
beams of relativistic energies, in [36]. Different projectiles with a large variety
of energies are used to induce the nuclear reaction in the target, namely low-
energy protons and neutrons of 30 to 100 MeV, high-energy protons of 500
to 1500 MeV, heavy ions of 4 to 100 MeV/u, thermal neutrons and electron
beams of 50 MeV.

The choice of the nuclear reaction, used to produce an ion beam of a
particular isotope, depends in the first place on its position on the chart of
nuclei, but also on its physical and chemical properties. For example neutron-
deficient rhodium isotopes (e.g. 91Rh, T1/2 = 1.47 s) can be produced in copi-
ous amount by high-energy proton spallation on a cadmium target. However
because of the refractory nature of rhodium and the low-melting point of
cadmium, the target can not be heated to high enough temperature to in-
duce fast diffusion and thus substantial losses are encountered. On the other
hand a heavy-ion induced fusion evaporation reaction on a thin target (e.g.
58Ni(1 mg/cm2)(36Ar, 1p2n)91Rh) leads to only 300 atoms per second using
a 1 particle-µA 36Ar beam. However in this case the rhodium isotopes recoil
out of the target and can be stopped in a noble gas and laser ionized. This
yields a 91Rh beam of ∼2 atoms/s which is orders of magnitude more than
what can be reached by using a high-energy proton induced reaction and a
thick high-temperature target.
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Light- and Heavy-ion Fusion Evaporation Reactions
or Direct Reactions

With light-ion induced fusion reactions nuclei close to the line of stability on
the neutron-deficient side are produced. The advantages are the high cross
section of the reaction and the high intensity of the primary beam available.
An example is the 13C(p, n)13N reaction that has a peak cross section of
224 mbarn at an energy of 6.6 MeV. At the Louvain-la-Neuve cyclotron cen-
ter [37, 39, 38], a proton beam with intensity up to 500 µA and an energy
of 30 MeV was directed onto an enriched 13C target. The cross section drops
from its maximum to about 10 mbarn at 30 MeV. With a typical target den-
sity of 1.8 g/cm2 the proton beam is stopped after 0.55 cm. This gives a
conversion rate of primary to secondary ions, defined as the number of 13N
produced per incoming proton, of 1.6 10−3. This means that for every 625
incoming protons one 13N atom is formed. For a primary proton beam of
500 µA, 5 × 101213N atoms/s are obtained.

Heavy-ion fusion evaporation reactions have typically a much lower cross
section but produce neutron-deficient nuclei very far from the line of stabil-
ity. The primary beam energy is of the order of 5 MeV/u while its inten-
sity is limited to about one particle-µA due to target heating. The energy
loss in the target material is much higher for heavy ions compared to pro-
tons resulting in a lower number of target atoms, see (1). For example the
52Cr(225MeV/u)(142Nd, 4n)190Po reaction was used to produce the very
neutron-deficient isotope 190Po with a cross section of about 100 nbarn.
A target of 1 mg/cm2 thickness results then in a conversion rate of only
4.2× 10−13, which means that 400 particle-nA of primary 54Cr beam results
in about 1 190Po atom/s.

It should be noted that these reactions produce on average a limited num-
ber of different isotopes (a typical value for the heavy-ion reaction mentioned
above is 10) while the reaction mechanisms discussed below produce hundreds
of different isotopes. This puts much more constraints on the selectivity of
the target-ion source systems used with the reactions discussed below.

Fission

To produce neutron-rich nuclei in a wide mass range fission of 235,238U, 232Th
and long lived actinides is used. The different particles to induce fission are
low- and high-energy protons, heavy ions, fast or thermal neutrons and elec-
trons, with photo-fission being used in the latter case. Thermal neutrons are
produced in a reactor while fast neutrons are obtained using the “so-called”
convertor method [41]. In the original concept a flux of fast neutrons was
generated by stripping an intense deuteron beam at 200 MeV. However fast
neutrons can also be produced by, e.g., high-energy proton beams. The high
power of the primary beam is dumped in a well-cooled neutron production
target while the neutrons whose power deposition is much smaller than that
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of protons or deuterons create the radioactive isotopes. In this way problems
related to high power deposition can be decoupled from the target used to
produce the radioactive isotopes. Figure 6 shows the cross section for the
production of rubidium isotopes from fission of 238U using different projec-
tiles. For comparison the cross section from thermal neutron induced fission
of 235U is shown as well. Interesting to note is that the cross section of a
fission reaction is not very much dependent on the energy of the incoming
particle, and that most primary particles have a large range in the target
material. Therefore, in contrast to heavy-ion fusion evaporation reactions,
thick targets can be used, resulting in a much higher intensity of the reaction
products. At ISOLDE a uranium target of 100 g/cm2 is bombarded with a
1 GeV, 2 µA proton beam resulting in an intensity after mass separation of
3 × 1010 atoms/s for 85−90Rb isotopes (see Fig. 6).
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Fig. 6. Cross sections for the production of rubidium isotopes from fission of 238U
using various probes [42]. For comparison cross sections from thermal neutron in-
duced fission of 235U are shown. Note that the latter reaction has a large total
fission cross section of 586 barns; cf. Plate 5 in the Colour Supplement
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Spallation

When a high energy proton beam hits a target, three kind of reactions can
occur: fission, spallation and fragmentation. In a spallation reaction a large
number of protons, neutrons and α particles are ablated from the target nu-
cleus. For example, a 1 GeV proton beam on a 238U target produces 200Fr,
thereby ablating 5 protons and 23 neutrons. Spallation products can span
a large part of the nuclear chart on its neutron-deficient side. The produc-
tion cross-sections for nuclei very far from stability are modest, but the high
proton energy allows one to use thick targets (of the order of 100 g/cm2).
Figure 6 shows the cross section for producing neutron-deficient rubidium
isotopes via spallation. While the dominant production process is fission for
neutron-rich isotopes and spallation for neutron-deficient, the transition from
one type of reaction to the other is not clearly distinguishable. Thus for the
high-energy proton induced reactions a smooth distribution of production
cross-sections results.

Fragmentation

Projectile fragmentation reactions induced by a high-energy heavy ion beam
with energies above 50 MeV/u are used at fragment separators [2]. For
ISOL systems both target fragmentation, whereby a heavy target is bom-
barded with a high-energy proton beam [43, 44], and projectile fragmenta-
tion, whereby a high-energy (energy > 50 MeV/u) heavy-ion beam is sent
onto e.g., a 12C target [45], are used. These reactions produce again a wide
variety of isotopes, close to the initial target or projectile nucleus as well as
very light nuclei. The very short-lived 11Li (T1/2 = 8.6 ms) is produced in
this way. An overview of the different reactions on 238U are given in Fig. 1
of the Lecture of J. Benlliure [46] showing the large capabilities using fission,
spallation and fragmentation reactions [47].

4 Target and Ion Source Systems

The main aim of the target systems is to produce as much isotopes as possi-
ble and to get them released in gaseous form from the target matrix as fast
and as efficient as possible. This implies that the target systems are gener-
ally speaking not very selective with respect to the chemical properties of
the reaction products. The diffusion in the target material, however, depends
strongly on these properties. Apart from bulk diffusion, release from the sur-
face (part of the effusion process) is another parameter that depends strongly
on the properties of the atoms or molecules. For short-lived isotopes of ele-
ments like titanium, vanadium, zirconium, niobium, molybdenum, hafnium,
tantalum and tungsten, for example, the efficiencies for surface release are
small. This means on the one hand that the radioactive ion beams will not
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be contaminated with isotopes of these elements, but on the other hand that
beams of short-lived isotopes of these elements must be produced by other
means. A gas catcher system is here the most appropriate solution.

In a target-ion source system, the target/catcher can be connected to the
ion source with a transfer tube or can be part of the ion source itself. The way
this integration is done allows for implementing different selection criteria, as
will be discussed together with the relevant ion source in Sect. 4.2. For clarity
in the following section the target and catcher systems will be discussed
separately from the ion sources even though they are sometimes intimately
linked. Detailed reviews on target-ion source systems can be found in several
papers, the most recent ones being [20, 21, 48].

4.1 Targets and Catchers

High-temperature Thick Targets

Thick targets are mainly used in combination with high-energy proton beams
but for light-ion fusion reactions [39, 40] and fragmentation reactions [45]
thick carbon catchers are exploited as well. Typical targets have thicknesses
of a few 100 g/cm2 and consist of foils (e.g., tantalum), fibres, liquids (e.g.,
mercury) or powders (e.g., uranium-carbide). The target container is heated,
e.g., by sending an electrical current through the container, reaching tem-
peratures around 2000◦C. Figure 7 shows a picture of the ISOLDE target
system.

The thick target-ion source systems used at ISOLDE have been studied
in great detail to obtain the εdelay of the system. Because of the pulsed struc-
ture of the proton beam (one 2.4 µs long proton pulse of about 3 × 1013

protons every 1.2 s) the production of the radioactive ions can be measured
as a function of time after the proton beam impact. Figure 8 shows a typical
release curve for 8Li (T1/2 = 840 ms) produced by target fragmentation of
tantalum foils. These data can be described by analytical functions using dif-
fusion and effusion time constants [50]. This allows one to predict the εdelay

for other isotopes of the same element and to optimize the target configura-
tion by systematically varying it. More recently Monte Carlo methods have
been implemented to calculate the loss in thick target-ion source systems.
Processes like diffusion and effusion including sticking to the target material
were included in the simulation and different type of target materials were
studied (foils, fibres and powders) [42, 52, 53]. Figure 9 shows the simulated
path of one beryllium atom produced in a target consisting of tantalum foils.
On average the atoms make up to a million collisions before leaving the ion
source. These simulations have reached a high level of perfection and are now
used to optimize the target systems for different isotopes.

For the new generation of radioactive ion beam projects, multi MW target
systems are under discussion [54]. These target developments are also needed
for the muon-neutrino factory [55]. For the radioactive beams two options are
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target container

proton-to-neutron converter

Fig. 7. Two pictures of an ISOLDE uranium-carbide target [49]. The top photo
shows the target before proton irradiation while the bottom one displays the same
target unit after having received 2.5×1018 protons from a focused beam of 3×1013

protons per pulse. The tantalum target container, that is wrapped in heat shields,
is shown together with the leads to supply the high electrical current that heat the
target. The proton beam comes from the left while the reaction products escape
from the target material and container through a narrow tube installed on top of
the container. The ion source, in this case a hot cavity thermal source, followed
by the extraction system and beam line towards the analyzing magnet is situated
behind the target container. Below the target container a tantalum rod is shown
that serves as proton to neutron converter. When the proton beam is directed onto
this rod, neutrons are produced which hit the target inducing fission. Because of
the high instantaneous power deposition in the converter, the latter was twisted
after the irradiation (see bottom photo); cf. Plate 6 in the Colour Supplement
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Fig. 8. Release curve of 8Li ions from a tantalum foil target. The data points
represent a measure of the production rate of 8Li ions as function of time after
proton impact. A proton pulse (typical width 2.4 µs) impinges on the target ar
t = 0 s. The line represents a fitted analytical expression taking into account a
delay time due to diffusion (τdiffusion = 1 s), effusion through the target container
(τeffusion = 83 ms) and through the ion source (τeffusion = 13 ms) [50]. These data
have also been simulated using Monte-Carlo simulations [53]

foreseen, namely direct target irradiation with about 100 µA, 1 GeV protons
or a proton beam of a few mA directed on a proton to neutron converter.
For the latter purpose and for the muon-neutrino factory liquid mercury-jet
targets are under consideration.

Thin Targets and High-temperature Catcher Systems

In heavy-ion fusion evaporation reactions the recoil products are stopped in a
thin catcher foil heated to high temperatures. For several application carbon
is used as catcher material as for many elements the diffusion process is
fast and graphite can stand very high temperatures. Still other materials like
niobium, tantalum, tungsten and rhenium are used as well. This configuration
was used extensively at the GSI ISOL facility [56]. An very interesting method
to perform systematic release studies and to determine the total efficiency of
the target-ion source system (= εdelayεionεtrans) was developed at GSI [57].
A heavy-ion beam of stable isotopes is implanted in the target-ion source
system with a constant intensity. During the implantation the time evolution
of the release of the isotopes implanted is registered after mass separation
and from the ratio of the mass-separated to the primary beam intensity the
release profile and the efficiency can be determined. The release profile is
subsequently fitted to determine diffusion and effusion parameters that are
used to determine the efficiency as a function of the half-life for different
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Fig. 9. Results obtained by simulating the path of one atom (not an ion!) produced
in a tantalum foil target connected with a surface ionizing cavity. In this particular
case, the number of collision was 78597 which correspond to a fast evacuation path.
Note that the number of wall collisions in the tube where thermo-ionization takes
place for this particular atoms was only 10. The influence of the plasma sheet that
prevent the ions from reaching the wall of the ionizer tube is not taken into account
in these simulations. The inset shows the experimental and simulated release curve
of gallium and tin atoms from a uranium-carbide powder target. Note the different
time scales for gallium and tin atoms. The agreement between simulation and ex-
periment is excellent and allows reliable calculations for other target systems and
other isotopes [42, 51, 52]; cf. Plate 7 in the Colour Supplement

elements. Figure 10 gives an example of the results obtained with graphite
and niobium catchers at a temperature of 2300 K while the rest of the ion
source was kept at 1850 K [57].

Gas Catcher Systems

Gas catchers, in which the reaction products from fission or heavy-ion fusion
evaporation reactions are stopped in a noble gas, are widely implemented
at ISOL systems. Mostly helium, but also argon gas at a typical pressure of
0.5 to 1 bar are used to stop the products with energies ≤ 1 MeV/u. The first
gas catcher systems used were He-jet systems. In these systems the reaction
products were transported with the gas flow – sometimes over distances of
a few meters – towards a high-temperature ion source [58]. Because of their
rather poor performances, these combinations are nowadays rarely exploited.
In contrast, the IGISOL systems [28, 29] continue to be used successfully.
They make use of the fact that a fraction of the thermalizing atoms is still in
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Fig. 10. Half-life dependence of the overall efficiency of a series of elements and
catcher materials [57]. For silver a graphite catcher and for the other elements
niobium foils were used. In all cases a discharge ion source of the FEBIAD type
was used. For large values of the half-life the loss due to delay is negligible leading to
a constant overall efficiency εionεtrans that reaches 50% in some cases. One notices
a very fast diffusion/effusion for the silver isotopes: even for isotopes with half-lives
as short as 100 ms, εdelay is close to 100%. This is in contrast to isotopes of tin that
exhibit a very long sticking time resulting in an εdelay of only 0.5% for isotopes
with a 100 ms half-life. Note the rather low efficiency of neon which is an inherent
property of the ion source used for these measurements (see Sect. 4.2)

ionic form so that an ion source in the technical meaning of the word is not
necessary. Some of the second generation radioactive beam projects [31, 32]
are partly based on this technique. In this way the beam quality of frag-
ment separator beams can be improved, thus making beams of isotopes from
elements available that are difficult to produce with other target-catcher
systems.

4.2 Ion Sources

A comprehensive and complete overview of ion sources can be found in the
book edited by B. Wolf [59]. Here the discussion is restricted to the most
commonly used ion source systems at ISOL facilities, including a comment
on emittance.

High-Temperature Plasma Ion Sources

Electron impact ionization is used to ionize the atoms that are present in the
gas phase inside the ion source. The electron flux is created by a discharge in a
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low-pressure environment. In this way a plasma is produced in which the ions
are confined, preventing them from wall collisions and neutralization. Differ-
ent type of so-called arc discharge ion sources have been developed (for an
overview see [4, 21]). One of the most successfully and widely used sources is
the forced-electron beam induced arc-discharge (FEBIAD) ion source. Here
the electrons are extracted from a heated cathode and accelerated into a
low-pressure plasma (see Fig. 1 of [21]). Very high efficiencies up to 50%
are obtained with this source (see Fig. 10). The lightest atoms (e.g., helium,
neon) have a lower efficiency as their residence time inside the plasma is short
and thus the product nevt is too low for efficient ionization (see Fig. 3). In
general, arc-discharge ion sources are not selective. The energy spectrum of
the electrons is broad and allows ionization of virtually every element. This
property is nicely demonstrated in Fig. 10 which clearly shows that the ion-
ization efficiency for the heavy elements (bismuth, lead, xenon, tin, silver)
is close to 50% while it is lower for krypton, argon and certainly for neon.
The latter element has an ionization efficiency just over 1%. At ISOLDE a
FEBIAD-type ion source is coupled with the target cylinder through a trans-
fer tube (see Fig. 7 where the case of a a hot cavity thermal source is shown).
By changing the temperature of the transfer tube, isotopes of less volatile
elements adsorb on its walls while isotopes from gaseous elements or gaseous
molecules reach the ion source. In this way a very high degree of selectivity
can be obtained and pure beams of noble gas isotopes are produced. An-
other elegant way to obtain selectivity was the development of a FEBIAD
ion source with bunched release at GSI [60]. The method is based on the fact
that different elements have different enthalphies of adsorption (�Ha); the
higher the enthalphy of adsorption, the lower is the release efficiency of the re-
spective element from the surface. The principle of this method is as follows.
During a certain time all isotopes produced in the reaction are condensed
on a cold spot. Subsequently the spot undergoes a fast thermal cycle and
is heated. As a consequence the isotopes from elements with the lowest en-
thalphy of adsorption will be released first, followed by the isotopes from the
element with the second lowest value and so on. The power of this technique
is illustrated in Fig. 3 of [60] where time profiles of thallium (�Ha = 3.1 eV),
silver (�Ha = 3.4 eV) and bismuth (�Ha = 3.6 eV) beams are shown. During
an on line experiment, such cooling-heating cycle are repeated many times,
with the time periods for measuring the nuclear properties of interest being
optimized with respect to the corresponding release profile.

Another technique used in combination with various ion sources is the
so-called decay release method. It was applied at ISOLDE making use of the
pulsed structure of the proton beam when investigating neutron-rich nuclei
around 208Pb. These nuclei are produced in spallation reactions of uranium
which, however, yield contaminants such as francium and radium isotopes,
with orders of magnitude higher rates. Fortunately, these isotopes have half-
lives in the µs region. Thus, introducing a delay of a few milliseconds after
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the proton beam impact allowed a suppression of these unwanted isotopes by
many orders of magnitude and enabled spectroscopic studies in this region
of the nuclear chart [61].

Finally, it should be noted that the creation of molecular sidebands can
yield very pure beams. This delicate technique has been applied for a very
long time. Recent success has been obtained by adding sulphur to the ion
source producing very pure beams of tin isotopes from fission [62]. More
details on the molecular-ion techniques can be found in [21].

Hot Cavity Ion Sources

When a tungsten cavity or tube is heated to temperature well above 2300 K
high ionization efficiencies for elements with modest ionization potentials
can be reached, see (15) and Fig. 4. As pointed out before these ion sources
produce a high degree of selectivity for selected elements. Attempts to create
negative ion beams using surface ionization are also made. Results from an
early example can be found in [63].

Electron Cyclotron Resonance Ion Sources

In ECR ion sources a plasma is confined in a bottle-type magnetic structure
consisting of a solenoid and a radial multipole field. Electrons are confined
by the magnetic field and ions through the charge neutrality condition of the
plasma. The electrons of the plasma are heated by injecting RF power at a
frequency that is suitable for obtaining a resonant transfer of energy between
the RF and the electrons. Because of the excellent confinement and availabil-
ity of powerful RF generators, high plasma densities and electron energies can
be reached in this way. High ionization efficiencies are obtained also for the
lightest elements [64]. ECR sources have been successfully used for the pro-
duction of 1+ or low-charge state radioactive ion beams of gaseous elements
at Louvain-la-Neuve and Triumf [65, 66]. Because of its low-temperature this
type of ion sources is very robust but beams of non-gaseous elements or
molecules are difficult to produce (see below). Moreover, the source does
not exhibit selectivity and produces strongly contaminating beams of sta-
ble isotopes. This is a limiting feature when performing, e.g., experiments
with post-accelerated exotic beams of low intensity, say 1000 atoms/s. The
high plasma densities and electron energies make these sources very efficient
for the production of high charge states. At GANIL, high efficiencies have
been obtained for multiply charged ions of radioactive isotopes of gaseous
elements, using a projectile fragmentation reaction on a carbon target that
was coupled through a room temperature transfer tube with the source [67].

Laser Ion Sources

Laser ionization has been implemented in two ways at ISOL systems, namely
in a hot cavity and in a gas cell. A third method based on first condensing the
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atoms on a cooled surface, subsequently ablating them by a high-intensity
laser pulse and finally laser ionizing them has been used for laser spectroscopy
purposes but has not yet been installed in an on line target-ion source sys-
tem [68]. As pulsed lasers with a very low duty factor are employed, the aim
of these systems is to store the atoms in between laser pulses in a gaseous
phase and in their atomic ground state or metastable state.

In the hot cavity approach the system is in essence identical to a hot
cavity ion source (see Sect. 4.2). After diffusion in the target and effusion
towards the cavity, the atoms are kept in the gaseous phase in the cavity
and irradiated several times with the laser pulses. As the residence time in
the cavity is short (a few hundred µs), lasers with high repetition (≥10 kHz)
are required. Typically copper-vapour lasers are used, but new developments
involve solid-state lasers as well [27]. Although the selectivity of the photo
ionization process is inherently very high due to the high temperature of the
cavity, isotopes of elements with a low ionization potential are ionized as well,
leading to isobaric contamination. Efficiencies close over 10% are routinely
obtained. New cavity materials with lower work function to reduce surface
ionization are under investigation. More details can be found in [69].

In the gas cell approach the fast and universal thermalization of reaction
products in a buffer gas, the high selectivity and efficiency of photo ioniza-
tion and the ion/atom-storage capacity of noble gases are combined. After
thermalization a major fraction of the reaction products are neutralized after
a few milliseconds due to the large ion-electron pair production of the pri-
mary and secondary beam. These atoms are then laser ionized and extracted
from the gas cell [72]. The laser ionization happens in a place with a lower
electron density or in between beam pulses. Because of the delicate interplay
between the necessary electron density for fast neutralization and the un-
wanted production of electrons after the atoms of interest are photo ionized,
the efficiency depends on the primary beam intensity. The total selectivity
of gas cell laser ion source is determined by the production of ions in the
reaction, their thermalization in the gas cell and their survival during the
evacuation from the gas cell. Extensive tests have been performed to map
out and to understand the working area of these laser ion sources. Detailed
descriptions on their performances can be found in [70, 71, 72].

The purity of the resulting radioactive ion beam is an important parame-
ter and laser ion sources play a crucial role in reducing these contaminations.
Figure 11 shows γ-ray spectra with and without lasers from a Coulomb ex-
citation measurement of 74Zn.

Gas Catcher Sources

In order to overcome the limitation of high-temperature target-ion source sys-
tems concerning the production of radioactive beams of isotopes of certain
type of elements, in particular the very short-lived ones, the IGISOL method
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LASER - ON 

LASER - OFF 

606 keV (2+-0+) 74Zn

74Ga

Energy (keV)

Energy (keV)

Fig. 11. Gamma-ray spectra obtained by the germanium MINIBALL array from
a Coulomb excitation measurement using a post accelerated (2.8 MeV/u) 74Zn
beam from ISOLDE. In the laser-on spectrum the 2+-0+ transition at 606 keV is
clearly present, while it is absent in the laser-off spectrum. The line at 171 keV
from Coulomb excitation or a transfer reaction of the contaminant 74Ga is present
in both spectra. Having the laser frequency as a supplementary parameter allows
to assign contributions from beam contamination in a reliable way [73]
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has been developed [28, 29]. This system has been very successful in pro-
ducing short-lived isotopes and isomers of elements, like tantalum, tungsten,
molybdenum and rhodium that are not accessible to high-temperature ion
sources. As discussed before the key issue in ion guide systems is fast evac-
uation, avoiding neutralization. When neutralization is allowed by inducing
a longer evacuation time, laser ionization can be applied in gas cells [70].
Attempts to place a gas catcher after an fragment separator and thus re-
moving the primary beam as well as the major part of the secondary beams
are currently made [30, 31, 32]. Because of the large energy spread of the
fragmentation beams (about 5 MeV/u [2]) large gas cells of about 1 m length
and 30 cm diameter filled with 500 mbar helium are considered. As the evac-
uation time using the gas flow only is much too long, DC- and RF-electrical
fields are used to speed it up. Furthermore the electrical fields collect the
electrons created during the slowing down process and thus reduce the neu-
tralization rate of the ions. While these very promising schemes are tested,
other solutions like adding laser ionization to this system are considered as
well.

Emittance

An important property of the ion source is the ion optical quality of the
ion beams, expressed as emittance. In essence one considers the velocity of
the beam in a plane perpendicular to the ideal beam direction. Instead of
the velocity vector profile, one plots the divergence angle in x direction as a
function of the x position (x′ = vx/vz), and similarly for the y direction. This
results in a typical plot as presented in Fig. 12. The 95% radial emittance of
an ion beam is then defined as the area of an ellipse that contains 95% of the
beam intensity (see Fig. 12)

εx =
∫ ∫

dxdx′/π (19)

and this for the x and y direction. The unit of emittance is π mm mrad. The
quantity π resulting from the surface of an ellipse is included in the units:
the area of an ellipse with its axis along the main axis would have as surface
xmax x′

max π. The measured emittance diagram (see Fig. 12) can have very
peculiar shape. Still it is the surface of the ellipse that includes a specific
percentage (in this particular case 95%) of the beam intensity. The latter
quantity is generally considered for specifying the emittance as the standard
ion-optical elements (lenses, beam pipes, accelerators) have in most cases
ellipsoidal acceptances. Ion optical elements like lenses or deflection plates
can manipulate an ion beam, thereby turning the ellipse or reshaping it, but
the total surface stays constant. The task of focussing an ion beam through
a small collimator needs ideally an ellipse with its long axis along the y-axis
thereby reducing the spatial spread of the beam. It is easy to understand
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Fig. 12. Example of the results of an emittance measurement for a 120Sn beam from
the ISOLDE laser ion source [33]. The ellipsoidal contour covers 95% of the beam
intensity, the surface of the ellipse representing the final value for the emittance as
indicated in the inset. Although the relative difference between εx and εy is small,
the shape of the two emittance curves is distinctly different; cf. Plate 8 in the Colour
Supplement

that after acceleration of the ion beam the absolute emittance decreases and
the contour plot in Fig. 12 becomes smaller. The normalized emittance is a
conserved quantity of the ion beam, defined as

εnx = β εx (20)

with β = v/c. Along similar lines, to slow down an ion beam needs spe-
cific precautions as the emittance will increase, resulting in a larger beam
spot. Apart from the radial emittance, the longitudinal emittance, εlong, is
important when e.g., considering the injection of beam pulses into a trap or
accelerator structure. It is defined as the product of the time width of the
pulse, ∆t, and its energy spread, ∆E,

εlong = ∆E ∆t (21)

After extraction from the source the ion beam has to be transported, mass
analyzed and eventually post-accelerated. The transport system, analysing
magnets and post-accelertor have limited acceptances. In order to reduce
the beam losses to a minimum the radial and longitudinal acceptance of
these devices must be equal to or larger than the emittance of the beam.
Recently RF-coolers and Penning traps have been developed to cool the ion
beam, thus reducing the emittance of an ion beam (see Sect. 2). These very
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successful devices, which are described in [6], allow, among other applications,
to slow down ion beams and capture them in ion traps, to softly deposit
radioactive ions on surface for solid-state studies or to adapt the emittance
to the acceptance of spectrometers, beam transport systems and accelerators.

5 Mass Separation and Post Acceleration

In this section the methods for mass separation and post-acceleration are
presented. It aims at describing some developments in the field of radioac-
tive ion beam manipulation and post acceleration, defining a few important
parameters and showing their impact on the conditions for radioactive beam
experiments.

5.1 Mass Separation

After the ions are created in the ion source, they are extracted and accelerated
in a DC electrical field created by a high-voltage potential difference between
the ion source and an extraction electrode or the beam line. The ion source,
and in most cases the target system as well, are polarized with a positive
voltage between 20 and 60 kV resulting in energies of 20 and 60 keV, respec-
tively, for 1+ ions. In case of negative ions the ion source is put on negative
potential. With an ion optical system of electrostatic or magnetic lenses the
beam is subsequently transported to an analyzing magnet. In ISOL systems
a dipole magnet is used. Details on the transport system and the properties
of the analyzing magnet can be found in [4]. As mentioned above the qual-
ity of the mass analyzing system is expressed by its mass resolving power
that typically varies from a few hundred to a few thousand. High-resolution
mass separators have been constructed which reach resolving powers beyond
104 but their transmission often suffer from the large emittance of the ion
sources used. By limiting the acceptance of the mass analyzing system the
mass resolving power can be increased, but the transmission is correspond-
ingly reduced, which is in most cases not acceptable. Another pitfall is that
the mass resolving power does not give the complete picture as shown in
Fig. 13. RF-coolers can deliver pencil like ion beams with small radial and
longitudinal emittance, which should allow one to obtain the ultimate mass
resolving power of the analyzing system [6]. These systems are currently un-
der development, with interesting results being expected in the near future.
The mass analyzing dipole magnets used at ISOL systems allow also for beam
sharing as different masses are available at the same time in the focal plane of
the mass separator. These can be sent to different experimental set-ups. Es-
pecially when using spallation, fission or fragmentation reactions, high cross
sections for the production of a series of isotopes can be obtained, resulting
in intense beams at several different masses.
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Fig. 13. Spectrum of an ion beam obtained after mass separation. The mass peaks
have long and asymmetric tails. These are caused by collisions of the ions with gas
molecules when the ions are extracted and transported through the beam lines [4].
The collisions induce a spread in energy and change the direction of the ions re-
sulting in different positions at the focal plane. As a consequence at every mass
contributions of nearby (intense) mass peaks can be observed, even when the mass
resolution is very good. It is illustrative to see that the contamination due to the
low-mass tail of the A = 208 peak at the position A = 207 is a few times 10−5 of
the intensity of the mass A = 208 peak and stays above 10−5 even at A = 203.
Narrow slits around A = 205 result in a beam with contaminations of A = 208 and
206 at a level of 1% of the A = 205 intensity

5.2 Post Acceleration

The beam of singly charged radioactive ions is accelerated by using a vari-
ety of different post accelerators. As mentioned in Sect. 2.1, highly charged
ions are needed in most cases. At Triumf and Oak-Ridge the singly charged
ions are accelerated directly and stripping is performed during the accelera-
tion process. For all other projects, charge state breeders are required. Three
type of accelerators are used for post acceleration: cyclotrons, linear acceler-
ators and tandems. It is outside the scope of this lecture to give an overview
of accelerators and their properties. Thus only specific aspects relevant for
radioactive ion beam acceleration are addressed.

Charge State Breeders

Highly charged ions are needed for acceleration in cyclotrons and their use
reduces the cost of a linear accelerator. Charge state breeders have been de-
veloped to boost the 1+ ion beam to a higher charge state. Again this process
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has to be efficient and fast without inducing extra beam contamination from
stable isotopes.

ECR sources and EBIS are used to obtain higher charge states through
electron impact ionization. The ECR source has already been described in
Sect. 4.2. Normally the ECR source is coupled via a cold transfer line to the
target. But when used as a charge-state breeder, a 1+ ion beam is directly
injected into the ECR source and subsequently slowed down and captured
by the dense plasma of the ECR source. The 1+ to n+ (n ≥ 2) efficiencies of
ECR sources can reach 12% with a breeding time of 120 ms for indium and
lead ions [74]. The efficiency summed over all charge states larger than 1 is
65%. The beam contamination due to stable isotopes can, however, be the
limiting factor for the post-acceleration of very weak radioactive ion beams.

An EBIS consists of a strong magnetic field that squeezes a high intensity
electron beam along the field axis to a very small radius. This results in
electron beam densities over 100 A/cm2. After retardation the ion beam
is injected into the EBIS and starts counterpropagating the electron beam.
After injection the ions are captured in an axial potential well created by an
electrode structure and are radially confined by the negative space charge of
the electrons. Under continuous electron bombardment, the ions get highly
ionized. As can be seen in Fig. 3 argon ions reach an 8+ charge state after
25 ms breeding time with an 17 keV electron beam of 120 A/cm2. When the
desired charge state is reached the potential is lowered on the ejection side
allowing the highly charged ions to escape from the EBIS. Charge breeding
efficiencies of 50% are reached for sodium and magnesium after 20 ms breeding
time, the breeding efficiency for one particular charge state being 15% [75].
In contrast to an ECR source, that can capture ions in continuous mode and
delivers continuous beams, an EBIS needs a pulsed ion beam for injection
and yields a pulsed beam (width about 100 µs). At REX-ISOLDE the 1+

ion beam is injected in a Penning trap to bunch the ions prior to injection
into the EBIS [6, 43]. This pulsed ion beam structure is needed for linear
accelerators as they often work with a specific duty factor (see below).

Cyclotrons

The radioactive ion beam facility that produced post accelerated radioactive
beams for the first time is situated at Louvain-la-Neuve [37, 39, 40]. There
as well as at the SPIRAL facility at GANIL [45], cyclotrons are used for the
primary beam production and for post-acceleration. Because of their limited
A/Q acceptance cyclotrons need highly charged ions. At Louvain-la-Neuve
and GANIL an ECR source is directly coupled to the target through a cold
transfer line. Because of the magnetic field used in the accelerating process
of a cyclotron, the mass analyzing power of these accelerators is very good.
This results in a strong suppression of isobaric contaminants without loss in
transmission. However, as the ECR source is connected to the cold transfer
line, essentially only beams of isotopes of gaseous elements or very long-lived
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isotopes of non-gaseous elements can be produced. Recent developments aim
at using ECR sources as 1+ to n+ charge-state breeders which will allow to
accelerate also radioactive isotopes of non-gaseous elements.

Tandem Accelerators

At the Holifield post accelerator facility HRIBF [62] a cyclotron is used for
the primary production and a tandem post accelerator is employed. As a
tandem accelerates negative ions, one needs negative ion sources or a charge
exchange system that has to be installed in the beam line between ion source
and accelerator. The latter option is chosen in most cases at HRIBF.

Linear Accelerators

Several radioactive ion beam facilities use linear accelerators. At ISOLDE
the beams from the EBIS are accelerated to 3.1 MeV/u while at TRIUMF
1+ beams are accelerated via a stripping stage to 1.5 MeV/u. Both facility
are currently upgraded to reach energies over 5 MeV/u.

Time Structure

Tandem accelerators deliver DC beams. Apart from the RF time structure,
cyclotrons do as well. Typical RF frequencies used at cyclotrons are a few 10’s
of MHz resulting in a beam pulse every ∼100 ns with a width of a nanosecond
or less. On the other hand, most room temperature linear accelerators are
operated with a certain duty factor. Its value depends on the amount of RF
power (heating) that the accelerating structure can stand. Super-conducting
accelerators do not have this problem and can run in continuous wave (CW)
mode. At Triumf the room temperature linear accelerator (ISAC-I) delivers
a beam with 100% duty cycle while at ISOLDE the accelerator is on for 1 ms
followed by a 19 ms off period. As this sequence is synchronized with the
cooling and charge state breeding process no losses due to the duty factor are
encountered.

6 Overview of the ISOL Facilities

At different places ISOL facilities are operational and some have extended
their energy domain towards higher energy to allow reaction studies with
radioactive beams. Table 2 gives an overview of the on line isotope separa-
tors producing low-energy (∼50 keV) radioactive ion beams. First generation
ISOL based facilities for the production of energetic beams are briefly de-
scribed below including some technical details. Some projects are preparing
for an upgrade of their facility to increase the intensity and energy of the
final beam or to widen the spectrum of beams available.
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Table 2. Overview of the ISOL facilities producing low-energy (∼50 keV) radioac-
tive ion beams. At IGISOL, Triumf and PARNNE-ALTO the development of a laser
ion source is underway. At the latter facility an electron accelerator for photo fission
is currently under construction. Information on these facilities can be found in [3].
Apart from the facilities mentioned below, developments are pursued at Beijing,
China, and Warsaw, Poland. The GSI ISOL facility has been closed in 2004

Facility Beam Reactions

Targets Ion Source

ISOLDE-CERN p(1.4 GeV, 2 µA) fragmentation, spallation,

Switzerland fission

high-temp., thick targets plasma, hot cavity, laser

GSI heavy ions fusion evaporation, transfer

Germany thin targets plasma, hot cavity

LISOL p(30 MeV, 10 µA), heavy ions fusion evaporation, fission

Belgium thin targets gas catcher, laser

IGISOL p(30 MeV, 30 µA), heavy ions fusion evaporation, fission

Finland thin targets gas catcher

ISAC-TRIUMF p(500 MeV, 100 µA) fragmentation, spallation

Canada high-temp., thick targets plasma, hot cavity

OSIRIS n(3 × 1011 cm−2s) fission

Sweden high-temp., thick 235U target plasma

PARNNE d(26 MeV, 0.25 µA)→n convertor fission

France high-temp., thick 238U targets plasma

IRIS p(1 GeV, 0.2 µA) fragmentation, spallation,

Russia fission

high-temp., thick targets plasma, hot cavity, laser

JAERI p(18–36 MeV, 3–10 µA) fission

Japan gas jet and high-temp., thick plasma, hot cavity

238U targets
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RIB Project at Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium,
Operational Since 1989

The first ISOL-based energetic radioactive beams have been produced by
means of the radioactive ion beam (RIB) project at Louvain-la-Neuve in
1989. It combines two existing cyclotrons with a target-ion source system.
The radioactive isotopes are produced with a 30 MeV proton beam from a
compact cyclotron that can deliver beam currents up to 500 µA. Due to the
power limit of the targets, proton beam intensities are restricted to about
200 µA. Direct reactions on carbon, lithium and fluorine targets are used to
produce intense beams of light radioactive isotopes close to the line of stability
(e.g. 13N, 18,19Ne, 6He, 11C). The radioactive atoms are transported to an
ECR ion source via a cold transfer line and, after ionization to a modest
charge state, accelerated in a K = 110 or K = 44 cyclotron. The latter
has been built for low-energy acceleration (0.2-0.8 MeV/u) while the former
delivers energies up to 10 MeV/u (www.cyc.ucl.ac.be).

HRIBF at Oak-Ridge, U.S.A., Operational Since 1998

The HRIBF uses a cyclotron as primary accelerator delivering beam intensi-
ties up to 13 µA (44 MeV protons and 44 MeV deuterons) and 3 µA (85 MeV α
particles) to various target materials. Direct reactions as well as fission reac-
tions are used. As post acceleration is performed by a 25 MV tandem acceler-
ator negative ions are needed. High-temperature negative ion sources as well
plasma ion sources are used. In the latter case, the beam is passed through a
cell with cesium vapor, in which the 1+ ions are changed into 1− ones prior to
injection into the tandem. Laser ion source developments are underway. For
A ≤ 100, energies up to 5 MeV/u are reached, for heavier masses supplemen-
tary stripping inside the tandem is required (www.phy.ornl.gov/hribf).

ISAC Facility at Triumf, Canada, Operational Since 1998

At the ISAC facility, a primary proton synchrotron accelerator delivers
500 MeV beams up to 100 µA. The radioactive isotopes are produced in spal-
lation and fragmentation reactions. Thick targets and hot-cavity ion sources
are used, with the 1+ ions being accelerated in a linear accelerator up to
1.5 MeV/u. The use of ECR and laser ion sources as well as actinide (e.g.,
uranium) targets for fission reactions is under development. With the ISAC-II
upgrade the beam energy will be boosted to about 6.5 MeV/u (for masses up
to 150) by extending the linear accelerator. A new experimental hall has been
constructed to host the new post-accelerator section and related experimental
equipment (www.triumf.info/facility).
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REX-ISOLDE Facility at CERN, Switzerland, Operational
Since 2001

At CERN, proton beams up to 1.4 GeV are delivered by the proton-synchr-
otron booster accelerator with an average intensity of 2 µA. Target spal-
lation, fragmentation and fission produce a wide spectrum of radioactive
ion beams. Plasma, hot-cavity and laser ion sources are used to produce
1+ ion beams. These beams are cooled and bunched in a buffer gas filled
Penning trap, charge state bred in an EBIS and accelerated with a linear ac-
celerator to 3.1 MeV/u. With the REX-ISOLDE post-accelerator system in
principle all available low-energy beams of ISOLDE can be accelerated. The
HIE-ISOLDE upgrade aims at increasing the intensity primary proton beam
to 10 µA and the energy of the radioactive beam to values above 5 MeV/u
(isolde.web.cern.ch/isolde).

SPIRAL Facility at GANIL, France, Operational Since 2001

Within the framework of the SPIRAL facility at GANIL, heavy-ion beams
at intermediate energy (carbon up to 95 MeV/u, uranium up to 24 MeV/u)
are send onto a hot carbon target to produce radioactive isotopes through
fragmentation reactions. Via a cold transfer line gaseous atoms are injected
into an ECR source producing multiply charged ion beams. Acceleration is
performed with a cyclotron up to 25 MeV/u. GANIL prepares a major up-
grade called SPIRAL2. A new injector will be constructed to produce intense
beams of deuterons (up to 5 mA) and heavy ions (up to 1 particle-mA) at
14.5 MeV/u. Via fusion evaporation and fission reactions a wide range of iso-
topes will be produced. Sources for singly charged ion will be combined with
an ECR source for charge state breeding. Acceleration will be performed with
the existing cyclotron CIME (www.ganil.fr).

Other ISOL Facilities

At the 88” cyclotron at Berkeley [76] and at the ATLAS linear accelera-
tor at Argonne National Laboratory [77], a selective number of energetic
radioactive ion beams are produced in a “batch” mode operation. Several
other projects are currently under discussion or preparation. These include
DRIBS at Dubna, Russia, EXCYT at Catania, Italy, MAFF at Munich,
Germany, SPES at Legnaro, Italy, and VEC-RIB at Calcutta, India. The
MAFF project will use thermal neutrons with very high intensity
(8 × 1014 s−1cm−2) to produce beams of fission products from 235U [78].

On the longer term the construction of second generation facilities are con-
sidered. In North America the Rare Isotope Accelerator (RIA) is proposed
(www.ria.com). Here a primary heavy-ion accelerator capable of delivering
intense beams of protons up to uranium at 400 MeV/u is used for fragmen-
tation and fission reactions. Both an in-flight separator and an ISOL system
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will be constructed. Apart from a conventional target-ion source system, a
gas catcher program is proposed whereby the beams delivered by a fragment
separator will be stopped in a large gas cell for thermalization. The post
accelerator will bring the beam up to an energy of 12 MeV/u. In Europe
the European Isotope Separator On Line (EURISOL) is in a design study
phase [54]. A multi MW proton accelerator will be used as primary accel-
erator to induce spallation, fragmentation and fission reactions. Two target
options are considered, i.e. direct irradiation of the target with maximum
intensities of 100 µA and irradiation of a proton to neutron converter with
beams up to 1 mA (see Sect. 3). A linear post accelerator will deliver a beam
energy of up to 100 MeV/u (the latter design aim is under discussion). In
Japan the J-PARC project is in preparation, planning to use the 3 GeV pro-
ton beam for the production of radioactive isotopes and to accelerate them
with a linear accelerator up to 9 MeV/u (jkj.tokai.jaeri.go.jp).

7 Outlook

The field of ISOL systems is now more then 50 years old. Still it is very much
“alive and kicking” as witnessed by the many new projects to produce ener-
getic radioactive ion beams. Especially the new techniques to produce purer
and more intense beams as well as to post-accelerate them in combination
with the renewed quest for understanding atomic nuclei with very unusual
proton to neutron ratios, have made this field to blossom again. The re-
cent development of laser ionization, the possibility to obtain primary beams
with much higher intensities and the development of efficient charge state
breeders are only a few examples of the recent technical developments. Also
the progress in instrumentation (segmented germanium and silicon detectors,
traps and coolers, digital electronics to name a few) has led to a vast exten-
sion of the experimental possibilities. Furthermore the use of pure radioactive
ion beams in other fields of science, such as the cost effective production of
radioactive isotopes for medical purposes and the use of radioactive tracers
in solid state physics, push this field further. The first ISOL beam became
available in 1951 [79], the first post-accelerated radioactive ion beam was
produced in 1989 [37, 38] and since 1998 four new radioactive beam post ac-
celerators have been commissioned (HRIBF, ISAC, REX-ISOLDE, SPIRAL)
and are taking data. Intermediate plans to upgrade the currently running
facilities and the long term plans to construct second generation facilities all
point to the importance of this research which will yield a better insight into
the structure of exotic nuclei, the manifestation of the strong and weak inter-
action in atomic nuclei and the way the elements are formed in astrophysical
nucleosynthesis processes.
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